Abstract-A proper control of a system to get a desired function and increase the system lifetime is a crucial step towards the sustainable paradigm. In this paper, such a control is designed for a cyclic pallet system to achieve a minimal force on its drive unit, meet safety conditions on the system chain tension force, and the momentum of pallets, and fulfill a desired production rate. The optimal values of control parameters, namely, number of pallets, conveyor velocity, and part set schedule, are obtained through solving a mixed integer linear optimization model. The objective function in the model defines the average force on the drive unit in a cycle production. In addition, the related constraints characterize the pallet system properties such as cyclic and dynamic behavior, buffer size, constant work in process, and safety specifications. This optimization model strongly suffers from the time complexity due to the binary decision variables defining the part set schedule. To reasonably handle the computation time, a heuristic search strategy based on a modified form of the weighted profile fitting algorithm is introduced. Furthermore, the robustness of the optimal control and the system design is analyzed, using worst control and worst but safe control strategies. The optimal control and the robustness analysis are applied to some case studies, and the results are evaluated and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
ALLET systems are automated material handling mechanisms used in modern production environments to transport, buffer, and locate various part types. To facilitate the part handling and locating actions, parts are loaded on standard carriers, pallets, which are equipped with Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags. A conveyor chain transports the pallets to operating positions near to operating machines. When a pallet reaches to an operation position, the RFID tag in the pallet is fetched by a tag Reader/Writer, and the tag value is sent to a control system. Then, the pallet is fixated by a locating module if the control system specifies an operation for the part on the pallet. After the operation is finished, the pallet is released to follow its journey to the next operating position. At the last position in the handling path, the on board part is unloaded, and the empty pallet is directed to the loading section where a new part is loaded on the pallet. Accordingly, a closed path motion of pallets takes form.
One-loop pallet systems are often used in cyclic production lines with multiple part types. A production line is cyclic if it periodically produces an ordered set of parts in a specific duration denoted cycle time. One-loop pallet systems for cyclic production lines are from now called cyclic pallet systems. In a cyclic pallet system, although all parts pass the same order of modules from the loading to unloading section, their operating times and operation sequences can be different with respect to their types. Fig. 1 shows a cyclic pallet system with the set of parts and the locating modules . The sequence of operations for these parts are defined as follows:
• ; • ; • . This means that for instance, part is loaded in , located in the modules for processing operations, and unloaded in . Control of a one-loop pallet system has been the subject of interest for numerous studies. A paradigm shift from mass production to mass customization has reflected a variety of objectives in these studies. Researchers have devised models based on optimization frameworks [1] , [2] , queueing theory [3] , [4] , analytical methods [5] - [7] , and discrete-event formalism [8] - [12] to enhance the system performance [13] - [16] , minimize the makespan [17] - [19] , and reduce the cycle time and work in process (WIP) [20] - [24] . These studies show the significant impact of the lean philosophy, [25] , on control strategies of pallet systems. The time measurements and is a loading module and is an unloading module.
number of resources are the main indicators that express how effective are control policies, based on this philosophy. Besides the mentioned indicators, there are other criteria for a pallet system which affect the performance and are highly focused in industries but not addressed in the research field. The reduction of resources leads to a decrease of the initial cost for a system and is an important factor for the proper design of the system. However, a more important factor for a customer is to run the system without a damage and with a low operational cost. A device or system with a low initial cost but highly prone to failure is not acceptable. Based on these facts, this paper introduces a novel method to properly run and analyze a pallet system to have a sustainable and robust behavior.
The sustainable design paradigm demands engineers in manufacturing sectors to enhance the lifetime of systems and products, [26] . For pallet systems, engineers in the design phase are concerned about two crucial criteria, which have significant impacts on the system lifetime, [27] . These are: (a) the amount of the load which can be taken by the system without damaging the drive unit and (b) the number of pallets which are allowed to be queued behind a buffering device in a specific conveyor velocity. In the running phase, the more these criteria are violated, the more the system lifetime is decreased.
In practice, the evaluation of control and design strategies for fulfillment of these constraints is a big challenge and demands a lot of time and effort in the acceptance test phase. Specially, it is more complicated and demanding if besides these constraints, a desired throughput should be satisfied as well. Some times, this testing procedure reveals some defects, resulting in the redesign and reconstruction of the system.
In this paper, a new perspective on control and system design of a cyclic pallet-constrained flow shop is investigated to enhance the system performance and lifetime. Many scheduling problems have been addressed in the operation research to minimize objectives such as cycle time, makespan, and WIP (for instances, see [19] , [20] , and [28] - [30] ). In comparison, this study introduces a new scope of scheduling problems based on the minimization of chain tension force and smooth handling of pallets for a cyclic pallet system, while a desired cycle time (throughput) is obtained.
II. DEFINITIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND NOTATIONS
All mathematical models in this paper are developed based on the following definitions, assumptions, and notations.
Definitions:
Conveyor slide: A conveyor slide is the main bone for a pallet system. Other devices in the system are connected or structured by the conveyor slide.
Drive unit: A drive unit includes a conveyor chain, an electrical motor, and related accessories (motor speed convertor, electrical driver, etc.). The traction force caused by the electrical motor runs the conveyor chain in the conveyor slide.
Pallet: A pallet, which is transported by the conveyor chain with the friction force, carries a part (parts) toward operating positions. A universal pallet is equipped with an RFID tag identifying its on board part.
Locating module: A pallet should be located at a right position before a related machine does any operation on its part. A locating module performs this action by disconnecting the pallet from the chain and fixating it at the position.
Buffering (Stopping) device: A stopping device can block the passage of pallets by an open-close gate and buffer them in a segment of the conveyor slide, while the chain is running under the pallets. This device is used to make a queue of pallets for a locating module.
Conveyor segment: A conveyor slide of a cyclic pallet system can be partitioned into segments such that each segment includes one locating module, one stopping device, and the part of the slide buffering pallets behind the stopping device for the locating action.
Parts scheduling: The orderer part set defines a schedule for loading of part instances on empty pallets.
is the first part which is loaded, and is the last one in the set. In addition, the loading actions are periodically repeated over the set. With First Input First Output (FIFO) policy, all locating modules release pallets according to the loading schedule. Thus, this schedule can considerably affect the performance of the pallet system.
Scheduling problem: A scheduling problem emphasizes on finding optimal schedules that maximize the system performance regarding a desired objective. A mathematical solution of the optimal schedule can be defined by determination of the permutation matrix , where gives the optimal order for loading of parts.
Assumptions:
• The pallet system has only one loading, unloading, and drive unit. • Pallets are transported by the chain.
• One pallet can handle only one product at a time, and the product remains clamped to the pallet during its entire journey in a pallet system. • Operating times and transportation times are deterministic, and there is no failure in machines and the pallet system devices.
• The conveyor line transports pallets in a horizontal direction (there is no slope for conveyor lines).
• Empty pallets are reloaded with new parts as soon as possible. Besides, the empty pallet waiting times in the loading queue are negligible (As a matter of fact, this can also be assumed as a control objective).
• Universal (the same type of) pallets are used for different types of products.
• An assigned operation cannot be removed from a module until it is completed. • A single resource can only be used for one operation at a time.
• All parts are removed when they reach the unloading section (no reentrance).
• All locating modules follow FIFO policy.
• The chain is always running, and the acceleration time of a pallet from zero velocity to the chain velocity is negligible.
• Sequence of operations for each part in the pallet system is constant.
Notations:
• is the index over conveyor segments. Moreover, and denote the loading and unloading segments, respectively.
• is the number of pallets at time in the segment . In addition, is the total number of pallets in the system.
• denotes the length of the segment , and is the buffer size of this segment (including the locating space). Moreover, is the overall length of the pallet system.
• is the index over parts and denotes an ordered part set.
• is the operating time in the segment for .
• is the empty pallet transportation time in the loading segment .
• [m/s] denotes the conveyor velocity, and is the transportation time for one pallet passing 1 meter.
• is the index over cycles in steady states.
• is the time when is released by the module of segment in cycle .
• for are defined as interval times. Moreover, .
• is the mass of one meter chain [kg/m] and is the average mass for a part (including its pallet) in the pallet system.
• is the friction coefficient between the conveyor slide and conveyor chain, and is the friction coefficient between the conveyor chain and a pallet.
• , , and denote the domain of variables for , Integer, and Real numbers, respectively.
III. CHALLENGES IN CONTROL OF A CYCLIC PALLET SYSTEM
Gaining a desired value of the throughput is the main control objective for a cyclic pallet system. According to [31] and [32] , the average throughput is related to the number of pallets and the average flow time , the duration in which a pallet runs the loop one time, by (1) Furthermore, is calculated by the size of the part set divided by the cycle time . Thus, (1) is modified to (2) in which the flow time is expressed as a function of the configurable parameters , the chain velocity , and the scheduling permutation matrix . In fact, a control problem of a cyclic pallet system demands a proper tuning of , , and to satisfy the (2) for the desired cycle time . This is a great challenge because many dynamic and static parameters of the pallet Fig. 2 . Momentum is the product of mass and velocity. In this figure, the allowed momentum for a number of pallets buffered behind the stopping device is specified by the white color. system are involved in the adjustment of , which cannot explicitly be formulated as a function of these parameters.
Besides the fulfillment of the desired throughput (cycle time), the other challenge is to safely run the pallet system without damaging its related resources. To make a realization of this control problem, we use data of an industrial pallet system. X85 is one type of the pallet systems, which are designed and constructed by FlexLink company, [33] . To safely run X85, the designers should consider two crucial criteria. The first one puts a limitation on the momentum of pallets to be buffered behind a stopping device, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In this figure, the safe domain is specified with the white color. For an example, the stopping device cannot take the average momentum higher than 3.33 [kg m/s]. The second criterion introduces a constraint on the maximum tension force of the conveyor chain. The largest tension force, which varies in time, appears in the part of the chain connected to the shaft of the motor. Hence, it is crucial to bound this force lower than the maximum level which can be tolerated by the drive unit. Fig. 3 shows the maximum allowed tension force versus the chain velocity and drive unit types for X85. For an instance, the tension force should not be higher than 
800
[N] for any velocity value provided that Medium drive unit is selected.
These criteria on the momentum of pallets and the tension force can be generalized for any type of pallet systems. Hence, devising a control strategy to meet (2) and the safety conditions is a great challenge, but an important step towards the enhancement of the system lifetime and the sustainable paradigm. Furthermore, the strategy is more appreciated if the control parameters can be tuned such that the minimum force is applied on the drive unit. This means that a sustainable control of a cyclic pallet system can be addressed as follows.
Control problem: An optimal control of a cyclic pallet system is desired to have a minimal force on the drive unit, while the control fulfills a specified production rate and the criteria over the momentum and the tension force. The given parameters are operation and system data, and the control parameters are , , and . To solve this control problem, the steps shown in Fig. 4 are considered in the following sections.
IV. OPTIMIZATION MODEL OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM
An optimization model of the control problem can be expressed as (3) Here, determines the average tension force as a function of and , as well as the design constraints characterize (2) and the safety conditions. In this section, we obtain mathematical models for the tension force and the design constraints.
A. Mathematical Model for the Mean Value Tension Force
In the segment at time , the overall friction force appeared between the chain and the pallets of the segment as well as the chain and the segment of the slide with length is (4) where is the number of pallets in the segment at , is the number of the pallets standing in the segment queue (not moving) at and a pallet is located in the module at , a pallet is not located in the module at
The electrical motor pulling the conveyor chain is placed at the exit of the last segment , and the chain speed is constant (in the steady running phase of the pallet system). Furthermore, a conveyor bend may be used at a segment to change the direction of the conveyor chain by radians, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, using Capstan equation [34] , the tension force in the chain at the exit of the segment is achieved by (5) where is the friction coefficient between the bend and the chain. In practice, the conveyor bends are often of the wheel type with to equalize the tension force before and after the bend. Hence, with this conveyor bend type and , (5) is simplified to (6) An upper band value of , , is estimated by setting and . Accordingly
Denoting as the permissible tension force for the conveyor chain at (see Fig. 3 ), the condition guarantees a safe running of the drive unit. However, to get the optimal running, we need to estimate the average of over one cycle production of the parts. We use the following proposition to calculate the average . Proposition 1: Let , the number of pallets moving in the segment at , be a random variable. Then, the expected value of the mobile pallets is . Proof: The probability that one pallet is in a mobile condition can be obtained by , where is the pallet transportation time in the loop (without including operation and waiting times). Because each pallet is either in a mobile or stationary state, a binomial distribution with respect to motion states of the pallets may be formed as . Therefore, the mean value for the number of mobile pallets is estimated by (8) in which the last term is obtained based on (2) . Now, we use the large number theorem and Proposition 1 to figure out (9) Furthermore (10) Therefore, the results of (9) and (10) in (6) give the average as (11) where and . In (11) , and cannot take arbitrary values. To fulfill the cycle time , these parameters should be set from the domains specified by the pallet system design constraints. In the next section, these constraints are introduced.
Remark 1: In each segment, the transportation time and the weight of the chain are proportional to the segment length. Thus, provided that the average buffer level is proportional in the same way, then the average friction force can be approximated by . As a result, for plain bends (instead of wheel bends) with the mean value of the tension force is estimated by the expression (12)
B. Design Constraint Models
A controlled pallet system should fulfill design properties categorized as control and plant constraints. The control constraints demand a proper coordination of the operations to satisfy queueing and loading policies, a desired cycle time, and safety specifications. The plant constraints, on the other hand, emphasize on the flow shop model of the production plant, closed queueing network form of the pallet system, and limited size of the buffers. These constraints are now modeled based on the assumptions and notations in Section II.
Control Constraints: Scheduling constraints: A loading schedule of the ordered parts can be selected from permutations.
Since each module follows FIFO policy, the parts are also located and released in accordance with this schedule. Hence, to consider the impact of the parts scheduling on the dynamics of operations, the permutation matrix is defined as an operator to map the initial sequence of part operations to the desired sequence of the operations. Denoting , the map can be realized by (13) Cyclic and periodic constraints: These constraints demand two crucial properties for a controlled cyclic pallet system. The first and second constraints in (14) provide the periodic manner of releasing actions in a locating module . On the other hand, the last constraint, which forces these periodic actions to be performed in the exact duration of the cycle time, imposes the cyclic property of the releasing actions. It is important to mention that these properties are foundations for construction of the pallet and buffer constraints (14) Safety constraints: The design conditions on the chain velocity, the chain tension force, and the pallets momentum define the safety constraints (15) . The first constraint limits the velocity to be always lower than the maximum allowed velocity for the system. The second one and the third one realize the condition discussed in Section IV-A. In these constraints, is defined based on (7), and is approximated by , where , , , and are constant parameters. Except , the other parameters are estimated from the data given for the permissible tension force. For example, for Medium drive unit in Fig. 3 and , , , and . The parameter is given according to the conveyor length (15) Using the Little law [31] , the fourth constraint introduces the upper bound for the average number of pallets buffered in a segment (including a locating module). The last constraint, furthermore, limits the momentum pallets standing in the buffer to be lower than , the permissible momentum for the stopping device (see Fig. 2 ).
Plant Constraints:
Dynamic constraints: These constraints introduce a relation among the part release times , the transportation times , and the mapped operating times . The open flow shop model of the production plant demands that each part goes to all processing machines with a unique order of the modules from the loading section to the unloading one. The first constraint in (16) characterizes such a dynamic behavior by neglecting the dynamic behavior of empty pallets. The rest of the constraints indicate the fact that , due to blocking and starving times (16) Definition (starving and blocking times): Starving time is the duration in which a module is in an idle state before receiving a pallet. The blocking time is the duration in which a pallet is blocked by a module (the operation has been finished, but the pallet is still located) due to the lack of space in the downstream buffer.
Pallet constraints: Parts cannot enter to the system unless empty pallets are available in the loading segment. This illustrates that the number of pallets and their dynamic behavior have a great impact on the cycle time. Thus, to accurately determine the cycle time, we need a precise relation between unloading and loading actions under the conservation of the number of pallets. This relation for the cases that the number of pallets is a known parameter or a variable is demonstrated below (see [35] for the derivation of these constraints).
Pallet constraints type 1 ( is a known parameter)
where Pallet constraints type 2 ( is a variable)
Buffer constraints: specifies the duration in which part stays in the segment . According to (17) , the constraint always demands number of pallets in the buffer. To prevent the number of pallets in the buffer to be higher than , this constraint is modified to (19) Variable constraints: All variables shall be clarified based on their domains such as binary, natural, and real. For the variables applied in the set of design constraints , the set of variables with the following domains are defined:
Remark 2: We assume that in the steady state the waiting times of empty pallets in the loading buffer are negligible. This assumption can be realized by considering the pallet constraints in our optimization model. In other words, eliminating the loading waiting times in (17) and the first constraint in (18) sustains the assumption.
Remark 3: The number of the part set in a pallet system is always lower than . Accordingly, the term may be considered as an upper bound value of . When is variable, one estimated parameter larger than should be substituted in the term (for example, ).
C. Optimal Control
After determination of the tension force model (11) and the design constraints, the control problem (3) can mathematically be modeled as follows: (21) Solving (21), the plant control set points, which give the desired cycle time and the minimal tension force, is obtained. However, this optimization problem suffers from the time complexity due to the decision variables . The problem computation time dramatically grows when the number of part types increases. This introduces a challenge to tradeoff between the precision and the computation time of the problem solution. The next section describes the key points in the challenge and provides an efficient method to handle the problem.
V. HEURISTIC SEARCH FOR THE TENSION FORCE MINIMIZATION PROBLEM
One brute force method of solving (21) is to parameterize the schedule matrix and obtain the minimal for this given matrix. Of course, based on this method we should examine trials to find the optimal solutions , , and . This simply shows that the computation time of the brute force method exponentially increases by the order of . So far, no method has been introduced to handle this scheduling NP-hard problem precisely and efficiently for the large . Hence, a sacrifice of the precision to achieve the reasonable computation time for the problem is inevitable.
In this section, we introduce a strategy to significantly narrow the search domain for . The core of this strategy will be a heuristic algorithm by which the scheduling matrix is efficiently constructed.
A. Sensitivity Analysis of the Tension Force
Let assume that and in (11) are constant, but the cycle time can be varied. With this assumption, is a strictly increasing function of . Consequently, for given and , the minimum value of is achieved through finding those schedule matrices providing the minimum value of . Now, we propose that these matrices belongs to the set of the optimal schedules if and . Proposition 2: Considering that belongs to the solution of (21), then the minimum value of , , for the given is the desired cycle time. Furthermore, and which provide also belong to the solution of the optimization problem. Proof: According to (11) , is a strictly decreasing function of . Hence, and are obtained by solving the following optimization model in which is parameterized by the value of :
Regarding the constraint (17) and the first one in (16) , the rise of is limited by the increase of and that themselves are bounded by through (19) , the last one in (14) , and the fourth one in (15) . Hence, any increase above violates the desired cycle time. In other words, is the minimum cycle time obtained by the set point . The above proposition implies the strategy of finding from the set of the matrices giving the minimum cycle time for arbitrary values of and . To efficiently go through the elements of the set and estimate , the search strategy can be modeled as the block diagram shown in Fig. 5 . First, one element in the set is chosen by devising an algorithm which takes the given initial values and as its inputs and heuristically constructs the scheduling matrix as the output for the related minimum cycle time. Feeding this element to a search method based on a descent direction of , the correspondent values of and are realized. The next element in the set is obtained by using the algorithm for these new realizations. Therefore, a sequence of and related and are achieved by feeding the output of one block to the input of another one. The search strategy is terminated when a predetermined number or fixed points in the sequence are achieved. After the search termination, giving the minimal tension force is selected for the optimal set point.
The state-of-the-art to devise this strategy with a reasonable efficiency and precision significantly depends on the sensitivity of the search method, the initial values and for the algorithm, and the algorithm structure. For given , the solutions of (21) for and , which can be obtained efficiently, simply characterize the steepest descent direction of . However, to construct the proper algorithm and to estimate good candidates for its initial inputs, we need more insights into the tension force minimization model.
B. Tuning of the Initial Values
We use the notation for the set of the schedule matrices giving , the set of the minimum cycle times for arbitrary values of and . Let be the element of the set giving , the smallest element in the set . In a mathematical expression, . It is intuitive to trigger the algorithm with the initial inputs and that satisfy . The rise of the chain velocity and the number of pallets reduces the cycle time if the buffer of empty pallets is not full and the cycle time is higher than . Assuming that the buffer size for the empty pallets between the unloading and loading sections is infinite (make an open line assumption of the system), this reduction is then maximized for and . Thus, and can be considered as good candidates for and . Now, the next step is to introduce an algorithm that takes the initial values and computes .
C. Modified Profile Fitting Algorithm
Weighted profile fitting (WPF) is a heuristic algorithm to construct the schedule matrix , which gives the minimal cycle time for an open cyclic flowshop line with the zero transportation time . In this method, which works exceptionally well in practice [28] , is gradually constructed in stages. If the part is scheduled to enter to the line in the position , the element is 1; otherwise, it is zero.
The positions are assigned to the parts based on a minimal wasting time principle. Let denote that the position is assigned to part in the stage . In the stage to obtain , the wasting time (23) which includes blocking and starving times for a part with position in all modules, is computed for unscheduled parts . Here, is a weighted coefficient for the module , and
gives the departure time profile of the part from the module in the stage as follows: (24) Subsequently, the part instance gaining the minimum value of is specified, and is parameterized by 1. Furthermore, the set is revised in this stage by . For the first stage, the position can be randomly assigned to a part and . Therefore, initializing , , and , after stages the permutation matrix is realized. A modified weighted profile fitting (MWPF) algorithm can also be devised for a closed-loop pallet system. In this algorithm, the impacts of and on the cycle time are considered by three modifications applied to WPF (WPF does not originally include these parameters in its structure). According to the first constraint in (16) and the pallet constraint (17) (or the first constraint in (18)), the first modification is performed to concern the chain velocity by replacing with in (24) for . The second modification is initiated from the simplified form of the first constraint in (18) with and . The term (25) approximates the cycle time after the part is unloaded with the position . Therefore, to consider the impact of on the cycle time, the term ( is defined based on (23)) is computed for all unscheduled parts in the stage . The part instance having the minimum value of is specified, and 1 is assigned to . The lack of the empty pallets for the loading action imposes a starving of the loading module, which may affect the cycle time. For the cyclic pallet system, the related starving time can be approximated by . Hence, this term is added to in the first equation of (24) for the last modification. With these modifications and initialization of , , , and , the algorithm MWPF computes for given and . Remark 4: Before using WPF, the storage space for a pallet within a segment should be modeled as a virtual module with zero operating time for any part type, [28] . Such a preparation should be considered for MWPF as well. The Appendix gives more information about this preparation and introduces the structure of MWPF in pseudocodes.
D. Structured Search Strategy
A summary of the search strategy which has been explained in this section can be structured as follows. is randomly assigned to a part, and the higher positions for the other parts are calculated based on this first position. Therefore, it is possible that different values of are computed for the same .
VI. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL AND SYSTEM DESIGN
In practice machines are prone to failures, and operation times are not certainly deterministic. For a cyclic pallet system, these variations often lead to the deviation of the cycle time from the desired value. In this paper, we are not going to introduce a framework for the stochastic analysis of the pallet system (this can be considered as a future work). However, it is important to characterize the robustness of the control and the system design regarding the mentioned variations.
Let be the overall waiting times of a part set in the system buffers. According to (17) , the optimal control set point , the solution of (21), should satisfy the equation (26) Based on (26) , an average variation on , , may impose the average deviation of the cycle time, , and the waiting time,
. We say the control is robust if (27) is in an acceptable rage. However, and are not defined as explicit functions of the system parameters, while can simply be measured during the production phase. Hence, we characterize a robust control such that with the minimum changes in its set point , the term can be eliminated or significantly be reduced in the running phase of the pallet system.
Over production with is not problematic because a cancellation of can then be achieved by increasing or decreasing , resulting in the force reduction according to (11) . The dilemma occurs when a tradeoff between the rise of the force value and the reduction of should be considered. Keeping the discrete parameter unchanged, this leads to the reduction , where (28) and is a deviation due to this reduction (regarding (26) , is a decreasing function of for given and ). On the other hand, (26) and (27) imply that . Therefore, the condition (29) realizes a criterion for the robust control to cancel the aimed error . To verify the optimal control robustness based on (29), we develop the concept of the worst but safe control that is defined as follows: (30) Denoting , which means that (30) is parameterized by , and substituting (29) in (11), the constraint (31) is a necessary condition for to meet the error cancellation. If (31) is not held, then
is not robust and we should search for by which both (21) and (31) are realized for . Based on this robust control strategy, the robustness of the pallet system design can be characterized. Similar to the worst but safe control, the concept of the worst control is formulated with the modification that the constraints on the pallets momentum and the tension force are dropped (all constraints in (15) except the first one). The collapse of these constraints brings a lot of flexibility for the system design (freedom for selection of the motor size, chain type, and stopping devices). Now, let be the worst control solution and express the worst control for given . Analyze the pallet system design according to the following rules.
• If for all the worst control is the same as the worst but safe control, , then the pallet system is over designed.
• If for most of , the system has robust control, then the pallet system is robustly designed.
• If for most of , the system has not robust control, then the pallet system is poorly designed. Remark 6: For the large and known , the optimal control is obtained by tuning the heuristic search strategy for the given number of pallets. Besides, the achieved schedule matrix for the optimal control can also be employed for the worst control and the worst but safe control, regarding (26) for known and .
VII. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
In this section, we apply the optimal control to eight case studies. To do so, first we consider two cyclic pallet system benchmarks based on X85 technology. One has 6 modules and . These benchmarks present small and big size of cyclic pallet systems in practice. The related data for the X85 pallet system are shown in Table I .
Furthermore, we randomly generate process and system data for the cases as follows:
Cases 1-4 are related to the small benchmark, and cases 5-8 are considered for the big benchmark. For example, Table II depicts  the data for Case 1, and Table III includes the data regarding Case 5.
We solve the optimization model (21) for the small cases, using GLPK software, [36] . The derived minimal tension force , the upper bound force , the optimal control parameters, and the computation time are illustrated in Table IV . The results show that the optimal control in average puts a small force on the drive unit and significantly limits the maximum tension force.
As mentioned earlier, the precise optimal control may not be determined in a reasonable time for large pallet systems. Hence, to derive a control towards the tension force reduction for cases 5-8, we use the heuristic search strategy. Furthermore, to evaluate this strategy based on the data in Table IV , it is applied to cases 1-4 as well. The results are shown in Table V. The  comparison between and demonstrates that the set points achieved based on the heuristic strategy seem highly promising Fig. 6 depicts the optimal control, worst control, and worst but safe control for . The vertical solid (black) lines in this figure determine the range of forces on the drive unit, satisfying the safety conditions and the cycle time . It is interesting to see that the domain of safe control policies corresponds to a wide range of forces . This gives more credits to the optimal control which provides the minimal force 64. 5 [N] for the set point ( , ). Setting this optimal point, the error with magnitude can be canceled by only changing . This implies that the optimal control is robust for the average cycle time deviation . Rising and following the optimal control path (the light green line), the robustness of the control increases until the set point ( , ), which provides the maximum robustness , although it does not sustain the minimal force . Another, interesting point in the figure is ( , ). This point presents the minimal work in process, proposed by the lean philosophy as the optimal set point. Although the force in this point is very close to the minimal force, this control set point is not robust and not advised for the system. Only the small deviation can violate the desired production rate. All points in the optimal path can cancel the error and give the robust control. Hence, the pallet system is robust and it is not over designed because (the red line does not cover the blue line).
A similar robust analysis can be applied for Case 5. This results in Fig. 7 . Assume that the request is to cancel error with . Based on this assumption, the optimal control set point ( , ) is not robust enough . Interestingly, adding one more pallet decreases the control robustness. As a matter of fact, the required error cancellation can only be obtained for . Consequently, the optimal control is set for ( , ). Having one candidate for the robust control in the set [ , ] demonstrates a very poor system design for Case 5. One way to make the system design more robust is to split the conveyor chain in two pieces such that each one is run by an individual electrical motor and/or use much stronger stopping devices.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper provided a formal tool to design and characterize a sustainable and robust control for cyclic pallet systems. The designed control is optimal such that it minimizes the force load on the drive unit, satisfies the safety conditions on the system resources, and fulfills a desired production rate. This tool was applied to some case studies based on small and big one-loop pallet systems. The achieved results showed that a significant amount of the force had been reduced, while safely running the systems to meet their desired cycle times. Furthermore, the domain of set points realizing a robust control was derived for two case studies (one small system and one big system), and the system robustness was analyzed based on this domain.
This formal tool was developed according to the assumptions denoted in Section II. One-loop pallet system, chain based drive unit, and the horizontal movement are those which can be relaxed with minimal impact on the tool framework. This tool can be applied to a multiple-loop pallet system, loop by loop with assuming a constant work in process (WIP) in each loop. For roller-based drive units and a slope for the conveyor line, only the constant coefficients in (11) should be modified. However, the other assumptions are essential to define a classical deterministic permutation flow shop, [28] . The collapse of these assumptions may demand more significant changes in the framework. Thus, a continuation of this work can be considered by relaxing FIFO queueing policy or devising a stochastic framework based on probabilistic methods.
APPENDIX
Here, we introduce the heuristic algorithm MWPF to find the optimal schedule that provides the minimum cycle time for a cyclic pallet system with given parameters and . To avail the utilization of this method, the storage space for a pallet within a segment should be modeled as a virtual module with zero process time for any part type, [28] . In this approach, we assume that the intermediate buffer between two successive modules has zero capacity. Hence, the total number of modules should be modified to (the modules for buffering empty pallets are not considered). The conveyor lengths are also altered. The first virtual module (or real module if there is no buffer space) in a segment has the segment length, while the other virtual modules and the real module in this segment have zero lengths. After these changes, MWPF computes as follows. 
